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Japan’s Foreign Policy Dilemma 
vis-à-vis North Korea 





lemma…vis-à-vis…North…Korea―the…nuclear… issue,… the…abduction… issue,…






























end… in…any…agreement.… It… is…obvious…that…there…are…two…major…obsta-
cles.…One…is…the…abduction…issue.…The…other…is…the…nuclear…and…missile…
issue.…These…two… issues…have…become…a…major…stumbling…block… in…Ja-

















Talks…and…was… to…be… implemented… in… two…major… steps.… In… the… first…
phase,…North…Korea…shut…down…and…sealed…its…key…nuclear…facilities…in…
Yongbyon…in…July…2007…in…exchange…for…the…Banco…Delata…Asia…settle-
























































tion,…and… $3,000.”…（If… the…denuclearization…and… liberalization…of… the…
































































































　The…U.S.… shows…concern…and…brought…up… the… issue…a…number…of…
times…in…its…bilateral…talks…with…North…Korea.…However,…the…U.S.…wants…
to…separate…the…abduction… issue… from…the…nuclear… issue.… It… is…obvious…
that…the…nuclear…issue…is…regarded…as…a…higher…priority…by…the…U.S.…On…
the…other…hand,…North…Korea…has…been…demanding… that… the…U.S.… re-













































































































































North…Korea.…One…can…speculate… that… they…had…the…U.S.…black… list…of…
terrorist…states…in…mind.…They…seem…to…want…to…repatriate…these…hijack-




























is…no…doubt…an… important…and…emotional… issue…which…concerns… the…
great…majority…of…Japanese…people.…There…is…almost…a…national…consen-
sus… for… its…early…resolution.…However,… the…nuclear… issue… is…by… far…the…
more…important…one…that…may…affect…Japan’s…national…security…and…the…
well-being…of…the…Japanese…people…as…a…whole.……
　As…the…current…approach…is…not…working…well…and…facing…a…dead…end,…
the…Japanese…government…needs…to…reformulate…its…foreign…policy…vis-à-
vis…North…Korea.…It…needs…a…more…rational…and…flexible…approach…that…
may…lead…to…the…resolution…of…the…nuclear…issue…and…the…abduction…issue…
and…to…eventual…normalization…of…diplomatic…relations.…The…Japanese…
government…needs…to…be…tough…on…principles,…but…it…should…develop…a…
more…flexible…approach…in…action.…At…the…same…time,…the…Japanese…gov-
ernment…needs…much…closer…cooperation…with…the…other…five…countries…
in…the…Six-Party…Talks…and…needs…to…seek…support…from…other…nations…
on…the…abduction…issue.…In…any…event,…the…DPRK…is…a…very…tough…coun-
try…to…negotiate…with,…and…the…Japanese…government…needs…to…develop…
a…more…rational…and…cool-headed…approach.
